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NORTHERN PYRITES CORPORATION
100 WEST TENTH STREET

WILMINGTON 99. DELAWARE

Please reply td:-

230 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
December 26, 1957

Dr. John Rand, State Geologist
Department of Development of
Industry and Commerce
State House
Augusta, Maine
Re:

Seven Claims on Second Pond, Blue Hill, Maine

Dear Dr. Rand:
Now that the end of the year is approaching, · our report on Second Pond,
Blue Hill, is due. It has been addressed to you, for the attention of
the Maine Mining Bureau, as you are the member · or that body most likely
to be concerned technically with its contents.
The affidavit stating that we have performed more than $1400.00 worth
of work on· the seven cla i ms is attached to this letter. Would it be
possible to put ~he amount in excess of that required this year towards
keeping the claims in good standing during subsequent years?
·

A word of explanation as to the other contents of the letter is perhaps
needed here. You willfind:-

a)
b)

A base map showing the geophysical coverage and the grid co-ordinates.
A map giving the geophysical survey results together with a
description of the method used. The profiles on the map are
curves showing the degrees of tilt of the receiver axis from the
vertical secondary (in-phase) component.
The drill hole logs.
A plan of the drill holes.

Because of the nature of the claims no geologic map has been prepared.
The scanty evidence produced by the drill holes gave little chance to
correlate horizons between sections and no model of the mineralized
zone was drawn.
, The drilling period last year was limited by the melting of the ice
cover on the Pond and lasted from January 29th till March 2nd . Drilling
this type of an occurrence generally · proved to be slow and tedious and
was hampered considerably by the loose and unconsolidated layers of silt
and boulders lying on the bottom of the Pond.
As you may have heard, we
drilled as long as we dared and pulled the rig off some six hours before
the ice cover broke up.
As you have noticed, the information enclosed represents a great deal
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December 26, 1957

more work than is actually needed to keep the claims in good standing
and it is also of a confidential ~ature. Because of this, we would
very much appreciate your limiting its use to the Mine Bureau for such
time as we are interested in the ground.
I enclose a cheque for $14.00 made payable to the Treasurer of the State
of Maine which covers the renewal fees for our seven claims on Second
Pond, Blue Hill, Maine. Would you be so kind as to send me the renewal
certificates and tags.
Again we wish to thank you and the members of the Bureau for their very
kind help to us during the past year.
With best wishes,
Yours sincerely,

M. Sheila Deane

MSD/mh
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. -.~,o 313.2... . 2.2 l 00 _Imp
··- • q t z it e and mi n. c hl • zones + acatt. pv
., • cnw
r#
·:t.· :-·---- . . - - -.... ,.

-- -

po.

imp.

Cu

L..

0.5~

-

D. D. Hole S.P.4
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CROSS SECTION

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
114ADE IN .U.S.A.

l

[_,Ji,a~ STANDARD ®
~,r&;:

IO XIQ TO '1-iE t.l:}i

CROSS SECTION

NORTHERN PYRITES CORPORATION
100 WEST TENTH STREET
WILMINGTON 99, DELAWARE

December 10, 1959

Maine Mini:ng Bureau
Department of Economic Development
State House
Augusta, Maine
Gentlemen:
Referring to the seven mining claims owned
by this Company, staked under Prospector's Permit No~
59-111, Claim Nos.1762-1768 inclusive, covering Second
Pond, Blue Hill, Hancock County, please be advised that
this Company has no further interest in these claims
and herewith surrenders them to the State of Maine.
Very truly yours,

Secretary
BGB:MT

...

. I

NORTHERN

PYRITES CORPORATION

100 WEST TENTH STREET
WILMINGTON 99, DELAWARE

Please reply to:

230 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

April 8, 1959

Miss Norma Winship
Secretary to Mr. Rand
Department of Economic Development
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Miss Winship:
Enclosed is the map showing our claims in Blue Hill,
Maine, which Mr. Darke promised to send to you.
Yours very truly,

AO

Enc.

· b:. . •. · • :Juke
230 Pa.'!'~-: .Avenue

r o r Yo::_,

:, • Y.

mhis l~tte~ scknouleccca thG rooo~GinL of 7

v. 1ar!~c, Prospecto:r11 s
Pe._•ni t f/59- 111 , oovcrim 3coont1 Pone, Blue I ill ,
Hancock Coun"',y at 2 : 20 P . .. ~. , on Thuroday,
I': , ..eh 12 , 959 .
_.2in.iJ:1c; cl:...i>:s stskco by - ,.

The,; UL.line: Bureau clai.:* nm-:.bcrs or r/1762 - 1'"/GO
inclusivi;, <::or::.i:cspo~ 1 iDG cousc.cutivo].s with your
}1762-1768 i elusive . !iininG Bu:.t:c.au cloi!:1 tuJS , to
be c:Cfi::0 to the. opp:~op.riotC; coiner or t-Ji tness posts
'£oz- your clai.•18 , have been iomi.ce to qy in hane to you ~

Pay:.1. m of' C14 in reco:ra inc _ oes is hereby
aclmo ,ledced as raceivcc, in check ji•33, date(!
·
-Sl.'Ch 12 , 1959.
1

Youxs vc y truly i
fiec2 etal.'Y' to

r··-~ .

...;:an

5ecretary , I'ainc ~-ininc Buroau

· nw

January 30 , 1958

!iss

n. Sheila :Deane

Texas Gulf' Sulphur Company
75 East 45th St eet
_ m1 Yoxk 17 , 1Tci1 Yo::rk

Dear Sheiln :

In reLpo e to your letter of Janunry 2th, I
enclose ou.:r bulletin on the po ::atite in question,
the I1 01,1ry po,:,i 1 'ti to . I nls o enclose a lier indicatint.; relcaz

ate and cost of the results

our

recent aero.. gnetic and ceologic reconnaissance .

Uith _esp ct to the i:J'ewry pcgna-ti e , th land is
ouned by ·the Intcrnntion 1 :?aper Co~pany in fern , ana
· the minernl ichts nre man 6 od by the Jar cs J. Sewall
Co:ipany , onsultinc .:.mcineers , Old Tm n , ·!aine.
Lar:ry Hing, G o_o6 ist for Smmll , hns uithin tha past
six nonths r.m.de a ficl
-conno.issauco of he property
and has construc·cecl .aps -on.a tonnace estimates f1--01U
various published sources as ·well as fror: his oun
observations . Althouch I crumot ... ecnll his esti.maties
entirely , I believe tbat he estimate several ~illion
-l;ons of feldspars nd several tens of thousands of
tons of such thin[;s ns· beryl , spodumenc , etc . I
believe thnt you ..,hould contact the ;.,CU 11 ,,o pany
<lirectly if you shoulo have interest in investi nting
·t;he r.mtter f'urthcr.

IJy five year fi :uro tms an eye- b 11 estimate,
considerinc that further dr"lling on he pegmatite
·uill be neoess02j.,., laboratory min rol dressin oxperinen·t;ation ana possibly pilo·i'i _Jill reoearch nu.st be

M. Sheila

cone

:Page 2

January 30, 1958

undertaken. Since one tJould probably. be na.rd pnt to
sell ten tons o~ rubidiu.m ir he had it, it scemod to
no that not only or research but basic research in
us s for the odd-balls t-1ill be nee soary. I could not
see hm-1 any organ1zntion could handl all thio work
and arrive at uorthwhilo conclusions in less than five
yea.rs .
Lookinc fonmrd to aeeina you 1 t0r.
Yours very truly,

John • Hand
Sta·to Geologist
JR

/nw

•

..,,,

TEXAS GULF SULPHUR COMPANY
( INCORPORATED )

75

EAST

F'ORTY

F'IF'TH

NEW YORK
MINI N G

E X PLORATION

STREET

17

January 28, 1958

Dr. John Rand, State Geologist
Department of Development of Industry and Commerce
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Jack:
Many thanks for your letter of the twenty-fourth of January.
We are interested in the proposal you make in the last paragraph but would like some more information about your pegmatite prospect before we give you our thoughts on it. It
might interest you to know that we do have a branch which is
working on metallurgical processes and may have some ideas
about the treatment of rubidium, cesium, gallium, lithium
and beryllium. Could you tell us a little more as to the
location, geology and size of the pegmatite you mentioned and
also give us some idea of why you believe it will take five
years to work up the deposit.
Incidently, I have only heard about the magnetic survey in
Maine and have never seen a map of the area which it has
covered. Is such a map available? If not, would you be so
kind as to give me the names of the topographic quadrangles
that the magnetic survey covers. I assume that it will also go
into open files in Boston and if we are interested I imagine
that this is where we shall go to look at it.
I am glad to hear that our Blue Hill claims are finally in good
orde~ and thank you very much for your kind attention to this
matter.
With very best wishes,
Yours sincerely,

~
M. Sheila Deane

MSD/mh

J'anuary 24, 195 8

Miss M. Sheila Deane
Northern Pyrites Corporation
230 Park Avenue
New York 17, New York
Dear Sheil :
I thank you for the information concerning trans fer of your cl ims Blue Hill #3 and Blue Hill #4 (our
number 32 and 33),
nee you made the transfer of all
your claims prior to th effective d te of our new law,
you do not no
ave to pay any transfer fees.
With r spect t
storag of diamond drill core y
th State, I am progressing slowly in an atte pt to
locate a uitabl plac
here your ~or plus that of
other offers may b stored .
I anticipate that it will
probably take me a matter of a few month~ befor I can
ind some plac and get it rigged properly for afe
and ound storing.
Blu

I hope to e you back thi• summer either in the
Hill area or up with our high-pric d magnetic lin s .

A second thought would be to wonder how your
company might be set up to do a little long range
r search on the recovery of such fancy items aa
rubidium, cesium, gallium, lithium, and beryllium
from a very nic and sizable pe matite. All it will
take is about five years of research; first to work
out the concentrating methods ands cond and concurrently to devise new u es and markets .
Ideally at
the end of the five year period all of the questions
should be solv d and the company would then be on top
of the market with very little competition.
Your~s~ ~e~r~
ll. lland
eologist
JllR/nw

January 7, 1958

Miss M. Sheila Deane
Northern Pyrites C rpor tion
230 Pork Avenu
Nee York 17, New York

Dear Sheila:
In respons to your let-t r of Januory 2nd , this
will aclmat ledge receipt of the descripticns err your
claims numbe ed Bl! e Hill 1, 2~ 5, 6,
7. !i'hese
claims, plus your claims Blue Hill 3 a
4, ere nm
recorded ,~th the State Land O"l-ice a
ollows:

Mining Bureau
Claim umb r
93

94
'.32
33

95
96
97

Loe tion

Blue Hill #1 , dated I!ay 21, 1955

Blue Hill #2 , dated May 27, 1955

ated lm.y 1 , 1956
1 1956
1955
Bluo Hill #5 , dated l~y
13lue Hill #Q , d tea I?!\Y 2·;-, 1955
Blue Hill #7, dated Tay' 27, 1955
Blu Hill #3 ,

Blue Hill II ,

a ted

27,

Your c i.ms numbered 3 and 4 were ecorded with
the Land Office in your name and I have sent you a
Prospeotor •s Permit 1n your name for tho
ims.

Your claims numbered 1 , 2, 5, 6, & 7 have been transf rr d to North rn Pyrites Corpora"Gion by the original
loc "tors of th claims, nd you, therefore , need to
acquire
Pr spector•s p, rmi in the name of Northern
]?.yrites Corporation to cover these claims. I enclOoe
an ppl1c tion for your use in applying for the permit.
In th event
t you shou1d iah to transfer your
c ims o ortb rn· Pyri es or vice v r.:, , I hould
not that Section 4, paragraph VI of our la I states
that there is
transfer f e oz 2 per claim.

M. Shila Deane
Page 2
Januar.v 7, 1958
With resp ct to your question of December 26th
oonc :ming oar.ry- over of ss ssment expenditur a from
on year to he next , carr,y- over is not allowed by our
1 :w. This question came up t the tine w ere writing
the law and o did not feel at that time that it was
c1es1rable to allow carry- over and we did not , th refore ,
llow such to be specified in the law.
Your of~er of drill core is quit gratifying,
lthough, un:fortunat_~ wodo not currently ve any
stora e space aVi iln le for such items. I ill investigate short4" th po sibility of ac u1r1ng some space
SO!llewhere , since "'"""''....'"' have be n other tentative off rs
· of core , and l ill let you. know whenever I c
develop
so ething. In tho meantime , I certainly hope that you
will not decide to throw any core :wey.
-

I ssume that by nw you ill hava heard of our
rnagnet1c/ geo1og1c reconnaissanoe to b rele aed
F bruary 12th. If you shou.ld ish further inf ormation, giv me c 11.

Yours very truly ,

John R. Rand
S te Geologist

JRR/ nw

NORTHERN PYRITES CORPORATION
100 WEST TENTH STREET
WILMINGTON 99, DELAWARE

Please reply to:-

230 Park Avaue, New York 17, New York

January 2, 1958
Dr. John Rand
Department of Development of Industry
and Commerce
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Jack:
Many thanks for your letter of December 27th which conveyed the
tags for all seven of our Blue Hill claims. I have filled out
the application for a Prospector's Permit and will forward it
and the cheque at a later date. Would you be so kind as to
tell me if vve need four Prospector's Permits to cover the work
on our claims or if it is sufficient for Northern Pyrites
Corporation to use and mine for all seven claims.
We have discovered that when the seven claims were staked
originally they were erroneously recorded at the Hancock County
Registry of Deeds instead of the State Land Agent's Office.
Until you questioned it, we were unaware of this error and
were of the impression that all had been done according to the
requirements of the Bureau. The copies of the deeds are enclosed
and you will note that the back of each shows the recordation
as made by the Register in May 1955. I regret that this has
happened and hope that the enclosed will complete your records.
A small map showing the location of the claims with respect to
Second Pond is enclosed.

I

We might, at a later date, have some of our drill hole core
available from holes put in on the area surrounding the Pond
and wonder if perhaps the State would be interested in having
it. There is a possibility that we may givethe owners of the
mineral rights a chance to have it but meanwhile we would like
to know your wishes on the matter.
With all good wishes for the New Year.
Yours sincerely,

M. Sheila Deane
MSD/mh
Enc.

December 27, 1957

I·Tiss _1e Sheil.a. Deane

Northern Pyrttea Corporation
230 Paxk Avenue
.1

e '" fo:t·k 17 0

Jew York

Dear Sheila:
This 11i l acknouledg0 receipt of your check #314
in the
mm o:f 914 to co er reneual fees :for your
co_...pany •s seven mi ing claims on Second .Pond, Blue

Hill, Hancock County. YQur clairas
ve been assigned
the follm ing IIining Bureau numbers and I enclose tags
:for you to place on the corner or witness posts for the
claims .
r ining Bure u

·

Claim Number

,::

,-

1193
f 94

Uo :record located in Bureau ~
j
o record located in ureau
,
lue Hill #3, dated l ay 1, 19?6:

#33

Blu TI.ill #4, dated Hay 1, 1956:

1132

#95
#96

1, 97

I'l.

s.

Deane

II. S • l)eane
!To record locatea in Bureau

I

reeord loc tea in Bureau
Nor oor<l located in .Bureau

No

Since I have been unable to locate any record of

your claims other than Blue Hill #3 and J , I request
that you send photostatic copies of the claim de -

scriptions and letters :from the Hilling Bureau inoicating
that the claims were received and recorded by the State.
In the meant .e, you may consider all of your claims
as having been xeneued ana in :fo oe un 11 December 31,
1958• and •1e uill repair our records upon receipt o7f
the requestea ms:terial.

Page 2
n. Sheila Deane

December 27 , 1957

In ddi.ion , I cnc_ose a l?rospootor •s Permit for
1958 made out in your name since the tuo ol.Qims of t-1hioh
we ao have r ora ue:re filed in your name . _ There is a.
fee of $2 .or rone 1al of a Prospector•s Perro.it and I .
will cover you personolly until you con forward o check
in tho anoun of r'•2 psyable to the Treasurer of the
State of' IIaine .
hnnlr you ory kindly for ·s ubraiitl;ing records of
eoprwsio 1 uork
d logs of th diamond drilling
conducted o Secona - ond and I assv..r yo ths.t the
inform tion uill no·t be made a ~ilable for 8DJ1 oO!!l_ etitive
use until such t e s you may 1 ish to relinquish your
:rights to the inernlo underlying Seccn.<1 Pon,1 ..

I

you:r

Although I will p0rsonally consider you fie
claims of uhioh ue have no record to b recorc.leo , I
will approciote your sondinr; copies of your records
soon os possible .

YourE, vary ruly,
John R. Rand
State Geolo is
JRR/ni1

s

December 27 , 1957

ss M•. Sheila Deane

Northern Pyrites Co:rporation
230 Park Avenue
New York 17, :. u York
JJtear Sheila:

This will acknmlledge receip•·t of' your check #314
i n ·i;he amount of' $14 to cover renewal fees :for your
company 's seven mining claims on Second Pond , Blue
Hill , Hancock County. Your cia· shave been: assigned
the following Mining Bureau numbers and I enclose tags
for you to pl.ace on the corner or witness posts :for he

cla · s .

Mining Bureau
c1a · Number

#93
#94
#32

No record located in BUJ:•eau
.r o ree ord located in Bureau
Blue Hill #3 , dat ed MBJT l , 1956:

#33

Bl ue Rill #4 , dated ~ay 1 , 1956:
Fr. s. Deane
No record located. in Bureau
No ~€c~r1 located in Bureau
No record located in huxeau

#95
ti:96

1197

M.

s.

Ileane

Since I have been unable to locate~ record o:f
your claims other than Blue Hill #3 and. #4, I request
that you send photostatic copies o:f t he claim de scri ptions and letters from the Mining Bureau indicating
that the claims · were received and re•c orded by the State,.
In the me nti-rn.e , you may consider all of your claim,s
as having been rene-red and in force until December 3-1 ,
1958, and
uill repair our records upon receipt of

,e

the requestea :material.

Page 2

H. Sheila Deane
December 27, 1957

In addition, I enclose a Prospector's Permit or
1958 made out in your name since the two claims of 1 hich
we do have record wer e filed in your name . Ther is a
fee of $2 for rene1 1 of a Prospector's erm.it and I
will cover you personelly until you can :fon1ard a cheelc
1n the amount of 2 pay ble to the Treasur r of the
State of' 1:IJaine.
I thank yo~ very kindly or submitting records of
your geophysical work and logs of the dia.rnond drilling
conducte 1 on Second Pond and l assure you that th
inf'ormation rill not be :maae avail ble for any competitive
use until such time as you may 1ish to relinquish your
rights to the minerals underlying Second Pond .
Although I will p rsonally consider your five
claims of uhich 1e hav no record to be recorded , I
rill appreciate your sending 0~pies of your records as
soon s possible .
Yours very truly ,

~)

'}.__:,__":"\

John •
nd
State Geologist

JBR/n

January 7, 1958

Miss M. Sheila Deane
Northern Pyrites Corporation
23'0 Park Avenue
New York 17, New Yor k
Dear Sheila:
In response t o your letter o:f January 2nd, this
will acknowledge receipt o:f the descrjJ>tions of' your
claims ·numbered Blue Hill 1 , 2, 5, 6, & 7. These
claims, plus your claims Blue Hill 3 and 4, are now
recorded with the State Land Of':fice as follows:
21i.ning Bureau
Claim Number

93

94
32

33
95
96
97

Location
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Bl,ue
Blue
Blue

Hill
Hill
Hill
Hill
Hill
Hill
Hill

#1, dated ~
#2, dated May
#3, dated May
#4, aated r~
/15, dated May
#6, dated May
#7, dated May

27~ 1955
2.7 ; 1955
1, 1956
l · 1956
1 1955
27, 1955
27, 1955

27

Your claims numbered 3 a.nd 4 were recorded with
the Land Office in your name and I have sent you a
Frospector•s Permit in ·your name ~or t hose cla ims.
Your clain,~ numbered 1, 2, 5, 6, & 7 have been transferred to Northern P.rrites Corporation by the original
locators of the claims, and you, therefore,, need to
acquire a Prospe ctor's Permit 1n the name of Northern
Pyrites Co:rporation to cover these claimso I enclose
an application for your use in applying :for the permit.
In the event, that you should wish to transfer your
claims to Northern Pyrites or vice versa, I should
note that Section 4, paragraph VI of our law states
that there is a ~ransfer fee of $2 per claim.

M. Sheila Deane
Page 2
January

7, 1958

With respect to your question of December 26th
concerning ~ar.,:y-over of assessment expend~tures from
one year to the next , carry- over is not allowed by our
law. This questi on came up at the time we were writing
the law and we did not feel at that t:1,me that it was
desirable to allow oan;y~over and we did not , therefore ,
allow such to be speci fied in the law.

Your ofte:r of drill core 1s quite gr~ti fying ,
although, un:f'orttUJ.ately ve do not eurrent:cy- have ;any
storage space available for auoh items . I wi11 investigate shortly the possibility of cqu:t.ring some space
some-where , sinoe _1her e have been other tentative offers
of core , and will let you know whenever I ean develop
something. In the meantime , I cert inly hope tbat you
w:Lll not decide to throw any core 'away.
I &8sume that by now you will have heard of our
magnetie/geologic r~~onnaissano to b r e leased .
February 12th. If you should vish any further information, give me
call.
lours very truly ,

John R. Rand

State Geologist

JRR/ nw

December 26, 1957

TO THE MAINE MINING BUREAU

This is to certify that Northern Pyrites Corporation, Ltd.
has spent $10,405.67 to date in geophysical exploration
and diamond drilling the seven claims covering Second Pond,
Blue Hill, Maine.

R. D. Mollison, President
Northern Pyrites Corporation, Ltd.
State of New York
County of New York
Sworn to before me this ~idday
of December 1957.

~

,,1

...-----------c aA.--L

/ I

W.

--/I

/'-t ~

NORTHERN PYRITES CORPORATION
100 WEST TENTH STREET
WILMINGTON 99, DELAWARE

Please reply to:-

230 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
December 26, 1957

Dr. John Rand, State Geologist
Department of Development of
Industry and Commerce
State House
Augusta, Maine
Re:

Seven Claims on Second Pond, Blue Hill, Maine

Dear Dr. Rand:
Now that the end of the year is approaching, our report on Second Pond,
Blue Hill, is due. It has been addressed to you, for the attention of
the Maine Mining Bureau, as you are the member of that body most likely
to be concerned technically with its contents.
The affidavit stating that we have performed more than $1400.00 worth
of work on the seven claims is attached to this letter. Would it be
possible to put the amount in excess of that required this year towards
keeping the claims in good standing during subsequent years?
A word of explanation as to the other contents of the letter is perhaps
needed here. You willfind:-

a)
b)

A base map showing the geophysical coverage and the grid co-ordinates.
A map giving the geophysical survey results together with a
description of the method used. The profiles on the map are
curves showing the degrees of tilt of the receiver axis from the
vertical secondary (in-phase) component.
The drill hole logs.
A plan of the drill holes.

Because of the nature of the claims no geologic map has been prepared.
The scanty evidence produced by the drill holes gave little chance to
correlate horizons between sections and no model of the mineralized
zone was drawn.
The drilling period last year was limited by the melting of the ice
cover on the Pond and lasted from January 29th till March 2nd. Drilling
this type of an occurrence generally proved to be slow and tedious and
was hampered considerably by the loose and unconsolidated layers of silt
and boulders lying on the bottom of the Pond. As you may have heard, we
drilled as long as we dared and pulled the rig off some six hours before
the ice cover broke up.
As you have noticed, the information enclosed represents a great deal

Dr. John Rand

-2-

December 26, 1957

more work than is actually needed to keep the claims in good standing
and it is also of a confidential nature. Because of this, we would
very much appreciate your limiting its use to the Mine Bureau for such
time as we are interested in the ground.
I enclose a cheque for $14.00 made payable to the Treasurer of the State
of Maine which covers the renewal fees for our seven claims on Second
Pond, Blue Hill, Maine. Would you be so kind as to send me the renewal
certificates and tags.
Again we wish to thank you and the members of the Bureau for their very
kind help to us during the past year.
With best wishes,
Yours sincerely,

M. Sheila Deane

MSD/mh
Enc.

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY
BLUE HILL
HANCOCK COUNTY, MAINE

FIELD PROCEDURE AND THEORY
This electromagnetic survey was done with a vertical transmitting coil,
oriented so that its plane passes through the station at which the
receiving coil is located for each reading. The transmitting coil
consists of a single turn of one-inch aluminum pipe carrying 600 amperes
at 388 c.p.s. around an area of 24 square feet. The receiving coil with
its amplifier is tuned to be most sensitive to this frequency, and the
signal is heard by the operator through earphones.
In the absence of conducting bodies in the earth, with the transmitting
coil properly oriented, the primary field of the transmitting coil will
have a horizontal direction at the station occupied by the receiving
coil. In this case no signal will be heard when the receiving coil is
oriented so that its axis is vertical. The operator would thus note a
null signal at a tilt angle reading of zero degrees, as indicated by a
tiltmeter mounted in the amplifier case on top of the receiving coil.
If a body of sufficient size and conductivity is present in the earth
near the receiving coil, a secondary field will be present, and will
in general have a vertical component of direction and be of different
phase from the primary field. The net effect of the combined primary
and secondary fields will be to produce a field whose resultant
direction is inclined at some angle to the horizontal. The axis of
the receiving coil must be perpendicular to this resultant field for a
null signal. The receiving coil is always tilted in a vertical plane
containing the horizontal primary field component, and the angle of tilt
from the vertical at which a null signal is heard is the quantity
recorded. When the out-of-phase component of the secondary field is of
sufficient magnitude, and of different direction from the total primary
and secondary resultant in-phase field, then no null can be obtained
and the tilt-angle at which the minimum signal is heard is recorded.
In such cases the operator also estimates and records the range in
degrees over which this minimum signal seems to remain constant in
strength. Although this is admittedly a somewhat subjective measurement,
it will, with an adjustment for distance from transmitter, give an
indication of conductivity which can be obtained in no other way.
At Blue Hill, north-south lines (N 1/2 W, astronomic) were cut at 200foot intervals, with stations chained and staked at 100-foot intervals
across the area. East-west base lines were not cut in general, as the
ponds and roads provided easy access to most of the area, and also a
means of adjusting surveying errors.
For reconnaissance electromagnetic coverage, receiver stations were
occupied on lines 400, 600, and 800 feet distant from each transmitter
set-up, over a north-south distance of 1200 feet on each line. Every

Electromagnetic Surve~ - Blue Hill

Page 2

station was read at least once by this procedure. Where anomalous
results were found, additional transmitter set-ups were made, and lines
re-read, in order to more accurately interpret the size, shape, position,
and ~onductivity of the body causing the anomaly.
The method us~d to properly orient the transmitter, in the absence of
communication between transmitter and receiver operators, involved
careful synchronization of watches and a pre-arranged timed pattern of
reading successive stations. Depending upon terrain and brush, either
1 1/2 or 2 minutes per station was generally used here, with additional
time generally given at the end of each line to cross uncut brush to the
next line .
SECOND POND ANOMALY
Markedly arcuate in shape, this conductor extends from 3750S line
12 1/2 E to 34503 line 17E, with best crossovers at 3500S line 14E.
Deduced depth is 50 to 60 feet here, with the pond being plumbed at
30 feet depth. Airborne results confirm the plotted shape of the
conductor and indicate a fairly good conductivity intermediate between
the Douglas and West Douglas.
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green-white-brown color
3. 0 100 Brown alt. streaks JI bedding, i . e., 45G core a.xis
BX

47.0

41,0 .59 . 0 12.0

22

59. 0 65.0 6.0

83 BX Qtz.-mica schist (highly siliceous}

65.0

Greenstone
(b) Qtzite (Hi. sil. rx) and qtz stg and scatt . py

AX {a)

AX Banded, impure qtzite (Int. sil. & chl. rx)
and
qtz . stg. and scatt. py !1 bedding
I
109.2,44.21100 Extensive sericite alt . in places and min . talc
Bedding O ~ 30° core axis

109 . 2

Impure quartzite (purple t1nt) and qtz. stg. and
scattered py ti bedding, i . e . , 30° core axis
131.5122.3 1100 I Bxt . ser . , t.ale alt. in places . Some oalcite

131.5

Alt ., imp . qtzite {finely bedded; . dark purplish
color) and qtz. stg . + min. py, pc
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236.5 190 .0 llOO
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min. cpy.
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250 . 6 257-~1

Cu

L-
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6.5 1100 Banded, imp. qtzite. and qtz . stg. + some ser. alt.

2238 257 . l e60.3 3.2 1100 Massive sulphides : Sphal, py, gal, cpy
2239 1260.3 262.4
22 5"3

1262. 4 267 .o

2.1

95

4.6 96

7(1/J

sulphides : Sphal, PY, cpy, gal .

Alt •• chl. rx. and scatt . py + ext. ser. and some
serpentine alt.
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cpy, sphal • Trace ou
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Cu < 0.5 ·
303.3 311 . 0 7.7

99 Banded, imp. qtz1te and qtz. s t g . + min. py.
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po.

Cu

L....

0.5: ·

min.

chl. zones+ scatt. py, cpy,

313.2 1323 .0 I 9.81 100 I Imp . qtzite and qtz. stg . + min. py, trace cpy, po
Hole stopped: Rig sinking through ice
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NORTHERN PYRITES CORPORATION
100 WEST TENTH STREET
WILMINGTON 99, DELAWARE

230 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Please reply to:-

February 15 , 1957
Dr. John R. Rand, State Geologist
Department of Development of Industry and Cmnmerce
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Jack,
This letter is to put into writing some of the things
we tal ked about on the telephone yesterday . You asked for our
comments on the suggested revision to Chapter 409 of t he Public
Laws of the Maine Mining Bureau. The follovving are some suggesti ons: -

"$

Paragraph ··.,1v, page 2: We feel that line-cutting along
the boundaries of the claim is an unnecessary expense. As long
as you are going to have g ood corner posts, the line-cutting is
probably superfluous.
Paragraph ,,E", page 2: The posts on dry land mark:Lng the
distances and direc t ions to the over - water claim corners should
have the exact distances and not the approximate distances on
them.
The last sentence at the bottom of page 2 should perhaps be written, ''No person or corporation shall locate more
than three claims in any one unorganized Township in one year
wi thout permission in writing obtained from the Bureau." Any
serious mining concern would wish to stake more than three
claims and by imposing a limit on their freedom, I believe you
would force them to resort to some transfer set-up.
/2

Paragraph ~ page 3: I feel that there should be
some statement as to the geographic location of the point of
beginning of the claim . As you know, there are ~any lots and
claims in Maine, especially the Blue Hill area, which are impossib le to trace because of the lack of any good geographic
location.

t,,

Paragraph , page {) : We still feel that the royalty
payment should be made on the mineral or metal commodity produced
at t he mine.
0 I t 1 5') \ \
Paragraph ef, page $': The last sentence on this page
should read, "The Mining Lease is to be negotiated by the Mining
Bureau and shall provide for the payment of the same rental for

t

frin ~

Dr. John R. Rand

-2-

February 15, 1957

the property and the payment of the same royalty as provided
under the terms of th.e License to Mine. 11
Apart from these comments, vve feel that the suggested
revision is well thought out and does not conflict with our
j_deas, nor does it impose unnecessary restrictions on the
rr.in:Lng company.
Nith very best wishes and hoping to see you soon.
Yours sincerely,

MSD:AO

NORTHERN PYRITES CORPORATION
100 WEST TENTH STREET
WILMINGTON 99, DELAWARE
Please reply to:

- 230 Park Avenue, New York 17, New York
February 15, 1957

Dr. John R. Rand, State Geologist
Department of Development of Industry and Commerce
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Jack,
This letter is to put into writing some of the things
we talked about on the telephone yesterday.
You asked for our
comments on the suggested revision to Chapter 409 of the Public
Laws of the Maine Miqing Bureau.
The following are some suggestions:Paragraph D, page 2:
We feel that line-cutting along the
boundaries of the claim is an unnecessary expense.
As long as you
are going to have good corner posts, the line-cutting is probably
superfluous.
Paragraph E, page 2:
The posts on dry land marking the
distances and directions to the over-water claim corners should
have the exact distances and not the approximate distances on : them.
The last sentence at the bottom of page 2 should perhaps
be written, 11 No person or corporation shall locate more than three
claims in any one unorganized Township in one year without permission
in writing obtained from the Bureau. " Any serious mining concern
would wish to stake more than three claims and by imposing a limit
on their freedom, I believe you would force them to resort to some
transfer set-up.
Paragraph C, page 3:
I feel that there should be some
statement as to the geographic location of the point of beginning
of the claim.
As you know, there are many lots and claims in Maine,
especially the Blue Hill area, which are impossible to trace because
of the lack of any good geographic location.
Paragraph B, page 5:
We still feel tha t the royalty payment should be made on the mineral or metal commodity produced at
the mine.
Paragraph F, page 5:
The last sentence on this page should
read, "The Mining Lease is to be negotiated by the Mining Bureau
and shall provide for the payment of the same rental for the property
and the payment of the same royalty as provided under the terms of
the License to Mine. 11

Dr. John Rand

-2-

February 15, 1957

Apart from these comments, we feel that the suggested revision is well thought out and does not conflict with our ideas,
nor does it impose unnecessary restrictions on the mining company.
With very best wishes and hoping to see you soon.
Yours sincerely,

/s/ Sheila

MSD:AO

Norther n Pyrites

February

5, 1957

"1is s 1 ., '11.eila Denne

Jorth"!rn T'yri tes Co:r-porntion
230 Park ~venue
Now York 17, ~ ew York
Dear r,heila,

I enclosP. a co·-ry of the ::rug1cstt'ld ravisions to Chanter 409,
Public Laus 195~5, :1ro.ne Mining 13uren.u, for your study., In addition,
nrG enclosed co"'>i.os of' ::i brief r0sume of ~urgested ch::mr,os, and ~the
cl.Il'rent fin:i.ng Law under lrl1 . ch you onerate in the Blue Hi.11 a:roa.
I would nonreci~to very l11Uch your commentsp 1-r.iatever they may be, on
the mt~c-ested revision . The rrnrisio"1 as not been submitt0.d to the
curr ent le[;.i.sl ture to dnte, but is cyp<?cted to be s uiJmi tted ;;,ri.thin
the ne t. cou:')lr:: of ucelrn.,

The revision is essentinlly th8 r~sults of r.ry efforts to clarify
certain noints and to set · orth, a lh,·i.le More clearly, the steps to
be taken to ~Cc"Jirc public ')ropert~r for 1ining. I would es>:>ec:· ally
appreciate 3rour comments on the ')ropose\ rental and royalty features
find on the prov:i. s:i.on for nclbot · atine; a lonr term loose o These two
points ere expected t o cause the most furor anong the ci tizcns here
and there has al~cc.dy been sone suggc tion th0t the royalty provision
vtlll hindcir "mineral developm0nt11 o
You will note thnt the revision f ollous essentially the s ~me
form as the current law. Hy person, 1 feeling in the mntter is that
i t t·nuld be 11ore desirable from the r,oin'G of' ef.ficioncy and procti•
cal ity to onen rmhl c lands for lensin~ to the high ·st bidder. The .
feelinr in tho mining biireau, hmrcver., is that, to offer such a
radical cho.n~·e from the · current law to the lorisl2ture would rosul t
in certain failurP, <''r!d that the best nrocedurc is to make> gradual
changes ..rithin the frame: ork of the evi.sting lau ., I expect that
there l·t lll be minor changes in wore inc or '1hrasing before this version
goes to the lt:gislatur o . I should horye:» houavor, that non, of the
major revisions woul d be throi-m out prior to thAt time .

Hiss H. 8-icil a Deane

Fobruarry

5, 1957

I i;-r.i.11 CIPI>reciate your sub:rnittin,· uhatevcr sugi;e:-tions you may
wi ::;h to offer at an early date, i f you believe that there js merit
in t e revision. If you fool that your compariy do8s not wish to
comment tn
y vrny, I will certninly respect ;:rou~ ,:.ttitude .

Yours very truly,

John R. Rand
St nte Gcologi at

JRR:mm
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Janu ry 24, 1958

Mias M. Shila Deane
Northern Pyrites corpor tion
230 Park Avenue
New York 17, N
York
De;: Sheil :
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NORTHERN PYRITES CORPORATION
100 WEST TENTH STREET
WILMINGTON 99, DELAWARE

Please reply to:-

230 Park Avenue, New York 17, New York

January 17, 1958

Dr. John Rand, State Geologist
Department' of Development of Industry and Commerce
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Jack:
Many thanks for your letter of January 7th informing me that
Northern Pyrites' claims on Second Pond are now correctly
registered with the State Land Office. I enclose the photostat
of the transfer of Blue Hill No. 3 and Blue Hill No. 4 to
Northern Pyrites Corporation. As you will see, it also was
registered in the Hancock County Registry of Deeds.
The Application For Prospector's Permit forms are enclosed
together with a check for $4.00 to cover the cost of the permits .
I am not clear whether we have to fill out the Transfer Form
and pay the $2.00 per claim transfer fee for Blue Hill No. 3
and No. 4. I would appreciate your telling me what to do in
regard to this matter.
Many thanks for your kind attention to all these matters.
With very best wishes for 1958,
Yours sincerely,

M. Sheila Deane
MSD/mh
Enc.

Jonuary ?l , 1957
t'lss :r\; Sheila Deane
··ort1ern 'T°>'.,Tlten Corriorat i on
"31') ,::e.-,.,i.,. : ,,,,.n11e
Uct-r

York 17, New York

D ar :-ass Dean ;

In reS".)ons , to your tel<J'>hon(l("1 :c. oucst of J 81luary
21st. 1957 to John R • .1. mid ,"t-.nt. ' cr,lor;iBti, ·oernisr;ion
in h0roby grn tnd by th~ Hininc rur"an for your comnc?.ny to carry on diamonrl <lrill p•i:pl.orat ·_on from thn
froz<-'ln ~urf,-:,cc of "'econ<l no,1:\ i"l th"' T01-m of Bl ue Hill
It, 5.s 1111< r.)rst.ood by -th_ :1urf!ffil that ono ,1:rilling :ri.g :i.s
to he crmloy <i in thf? reann,...r 01.1tli.1 f3{l ln your lotter of
:Tn•1P ?7, 1956 to i:r. ~-m<l. It is further 1.mderstood
th :rt :m 1tl11 sl-iortl y submit ;J. let-' ,nr to f omali 7,e your

oral re

Pst .

'::J'lo 'Rureau ·wishra you the b0rt. of l nck i n your

<?VY)lor, tion Droject.
Yours very truly,

'8verett F. Greaton
~ecret ary
TJaine in.nine Bureau
~

cc:

John R. Rand

f"cot-et; 1-s I oiv ,:JO f:i
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NORTHERN PYRITES CORPORATION
100 WEST TENTH STREET
WILMINGTON 99, DELAWARE

Please reply to:-

230 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

(.

(

January 21, 1957

~

0 7

Dr. John Rand, State Geologist
Maine Geological Survey
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Dr. Rand,
In compliance with the request in your letter to me
dated December 10, 1956, I am writing to inform you and the
Mining Board that we have completed arrangements to start
diamond drilling in the vicinty of Second Pond, near Blue
Hill, Maine. Our plans are to drill the State land as soon
as the ice is strong enough to hold the weight of the
drill. We understand that the weather has been cold recently
and that the chances are that we shall go on the ice this
week, probably Thursday or Friday.
We have contracted with Sprague and Henwood of
Scranton, Pennsylvania, to do the drilling and, as you know,
this is a well-known company in its field. Their drill will
be a standard one, producing a core of AX size. Power will be
generated by gasoline and the whole operation is very much
like any other exploration drilling. We will have only one
drill and it is estimated that the program will not last more
than three or four weeks. There will be no explosives used
and there should certainly be no disturbance in the neighborhood of the drill.
We hope that the above is in accordance with the
Mining Board's requisites.
With very best wishes,
Yours sincerely,

M. Sheila Deane
MSD:AO

NORTHERN PYRITES CORPORATION
100 WEST TENTH STREET
WILMINGTON 99, DELAWARE

Please reply to:-

230 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
December 12, 1956

Dr. John R. Rand, State Geologist
Department of Development of Industry and Commerce
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear John,
Thank you very much for your letter of December
tenth enclosing applications for the prospector's permit
in Maine. We have filled this out for Northern Pyrites
Corporation and I enclose it herewith.
We are still negotiating to drill at Second
Pond and will keep you in touch with developments. When
we have a final agreement and a date for the drilling to
start, I will write a letter notifying the Department of
Development of Industry and Commerce in Maine. I see no
reason to apply for permission before we have settled our
drilling plans.
With best wishes for a Happy Christmas.
Yours sincerely,

MSD:AO
Enc.
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NORTHERN PYRITES CORPORATION
100 WEST TENTH STREET
WILMINGTON 99, DELAWARE

Please reply to:

230 Park Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
June 27, 1956

.

Dr. John R. Rand, State Geologist
Department of Development of Industry and Connnerce
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Dr. Rand,
This will acknowledge receipt of your letter of May
twenty-second, which arrived here during my absence from the office.
We are glad to note that you consider it reasonable and proper that
our exploration program at Blue Hill continues under the authority of
our present Prospecting Permits. We also appreciate your offer to
notify us if any official action might jeopardize the validity or life
of our claims.
We note your request that we submit an outline of our
program so that its effect on the connnercial and recreational value
of the Blue Hill area may be anticipated.
Briefly we can say that we would follow up the present
geophysical work which has been conducted without any effect whatsoever
to the surface with a limited program of diamond drilling. The initial
stages of drilling would require from 4 to, perhaps, as many as 10 holes
of a diameter of about 2 inches. These holes would be drilled by routine
methods using equipment that is ordinarily considered quiet and inconspicuous in operation, and which would leave very little surface indication
of the work. There would be no danger to anyone from the size of hole
left in the ground after the drilling, and no unsightly after-effects of
the work. The sludge resulting from drilling would amount to only 2 or 3
cubic feet per hole, would be in a finely-ground condition, and would be
unnoticeable on the surface.
The water used in drilling would run off and sink into the
surface more likely than not before ever reaching any stream. Any suspended matter that was carried into any stream would be inactive chemically
and be completely harmless to animal or vegetable life.
If drilling were done from ice or a raft on the surface of
Second Pond, the sludge and drilling water would probably be returned to
the Pond but the volume again would be so small as to be insignificant.
If the results of preliminary drilling indicated the possibility of a minable orebody, the program would be extended to a larger
number of holes of the same type described above. If an extensive drilling
program proved a minable orebody, it would then become necessary to make

NORTHERN PYRITES CORPORATION

Dr. John R. Rand, State Geologist
Augusta, Maine
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provisions for production. It is likely that this would call for shaftsinking on the shore of Second Pond. The mine operation would require
the erection of various industrial buildings such as a compressor house,
office building, machine shop, and probably a concentrator, the latter
being the largest and most conspicuous structure. However, present-day
industrial buildings are usually designed so that their simple clean lines
would not be unsightly to the average person.
The waste discharge from the concentrator would consist
mainly of ground rock which would be inactive chemically and which would
be disposed of in a manner to provide permanent storage. The water used
in milling would be dealt with along with the solid waste in a manner
such that nearly all of the solids would be removed. This operation would
not result in indiscriminate polution of streams or ponds.
It is extremely unlikely that the size of any orebody found
in the Blue Hill area would warrant the construction of a smelter for the
treatment of the concentrator products. If such a smelter were constructed,
every effort would be made to control properly the waste products in order
to prevent discomfort or inconvenience to people and property in the
vicinity.
From the above you will appreciate that our intentions are
those of carrying out exploration in a normal manner which may lead to the
exploitation of a mine of indeterminate size in the area. We would, of
course, not attempt to contend that any mining operations there will improve the natural amenities of the area, although they may very well bring
some compensating revenue to the local population. I think I can safely
add that modern mining operations will normally show that local problems
can be satisfactorily met with a minimum of dislocation and inconvenience
'to the neighborhoods involved, and I can certainly give you our very full
assurance that we will make every effort to be good neighbors in any
operation carried on at Blue Hill or elsewhere. It is good to have your
assurance that the Bureau will not arbitrarily attempt to disturb the
proper sequence of controlled activities which may lead to the development
of a mining property there.
I would like to thank you once again for the kind cooperation which you are showing us in this venture, and we shall, of course;
keep very closely in touch with you as matters develop.
Yours very truly

M. Sheila Deane
MSD:GMO
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Of particular interest in this situation is the possible arm or damage
that may befall the local ponds, f ore · t products, and recreational facilities in t he lue Hill area because of exploration act i vities, mine and concentrator wastes, and smelter fumes. It would be appr priat e, I believe
if i n your progr
outline you would state that ·you plan to do further geophysical work which vli.11 damage es entially nothing; tat you pl an to drill
initially a some-general num· er of small- diameter diamond drill holes, on
land and over ice, with wash water of insuf1 icient volume and pulp-content
to affect adve sely the ponds or streams., or life t er1::in; that you will
drill additional similar holes i f interestin3 iner alization is encountered;
that you ill sink a s hat on shore if commercial mineralization is developed by the drilling, vdt the waste rock disposed of in, such a way as to
harm ess ntially nothing of interest to any state a~ency; that concentrator
waste will be dispose of in a normal and proper anner ~ in compliance tlth
rules an regulat ions which prohibit indiscriminate polution of streams,
ponds, etc; and that finally, if as elter or other refining plant is rarrnte, exhaust fumes or w' ste l iquors will be properly control l ed so a to
effect no si nificant harm or dama o to person or property.
The Bureau fully r eali es t hat val ues in this situation are r lative.
It is conceiva le that your e· loration may detail an ore deposit of such
great value as to negate effectively any r eal or potential value attributa le to t he ponds, for st products, or rec eational facilities in themselves . I hope, t heref ore, that you wil l continue your exploration ro r am
f eeling assured that the ureau ill not arbitrarily or unjustifiably
attempt to disturb t he normal and proper seq ence of controlled activities
which may lead to the discovery and co ,rcial development of a mineral
deposit. If you should vrlsh additional i formati o _, or believe that my
assistanc may e of value in any par icular i n tance, please do not
hesitate to get in touch ri. t h me .
Si ncerely yours,

John R. Rand
vtate 'eolo ist
JR./mh

M. Sheila Deane
Nor~½ern Pyrites C0 rporation
100 West Tenth St.
Wilmington 99, Delaware
Dea.r Jviis s Deane:
We have your request for a minj_ng license
covering seven claims in Blue Hill and a che ck

We are calling a meeting of tthe Mining Bureau
for May 21 and we will act upon this request at this time.

Very truly yours,
Everett F . Greaton
Di rector
Divis i on of riecreation
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FOREST COMM ISS IONER
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May 1, 1956
Hale

P,

Hamlin

Attourneys and Counselors at
Ellswo r th,

.w

aw

aine

Gentlemen:
Acknowledgment is made of the t wo mi ning clai ms in Blue Hill,
Second Prmd, of H.

s.

Deane.

The clai.m dat ed Anril 1~, 1956 is r ecorded in this office a s numb er

13, and the claim dated Aoril 25, 1956 is numbered U 1.
~ours very truly,
.A . D. Nutting

Forest Commi ssioner

3
~~lfb:76~n;
~£17»'7dft'nr£tW'/d~/~t~

April 27, 1956

State Land Agent
Augusta
Maine
Dear Sir:
Pursuant to Public Laws 1955 Chapter 409,
Section 4 we are enclosing herewith Location
Certificate of M. S. Deane dated April 19, 1956
for Blue Hill No. 3 Mining Claim to g ether with
Location Certificate of M. s. Deane dated April
25, 1956 covering Blue Hill No. 4 Mining Claim.
Will you kindly acknowledge receipt and
advise us of the date of record with you of the
foregoing location certificates.
Very truly yours,
PRL:s
enclosures

Hale PL T{amlin
Attorneys and Counselors at Law
T.i:llsworth, Maine
Auril 27, 1956

State .i..and .~gent
Augusta
Haine
Dear Sir:
Pursuant to Public .Laws 1955 Chapter lf09,
Section ~- we are enclosing herewith Location
Certificate of M. S. Deane dated Ap ril 19, 1956
for Blue Hill No. 3 Mining Claim together with
Location Certificate of M. S. Dr:~-ane dated April
25, 1956 covering Blue Hill No. h Hining Claim.
Will you kindly acknowledge receipt and
advise o.f the date of record with you of the
foregoing location certificates.
Very truly yours,
Hale & Hamlin
PR.L: s

enclosures

State of .1.'.1.ai_ne

)
)
County of Hanco ck)

as:

No. 13
LOCATION CERTIFI CA'i!i'E

Know all men by these presents, that I, M. S. Deane,
have discovered and located on April L.ith, 1956 the Blue Hill No. 3
Mining Claj_m, and by this certificate and by ri ght of
di scovery and. location pursuant to Chapter 409, Public Laws,
19.55 of t he State of --aine, claim the minerals in and under
the follo,d.n g des cribed land in the Cou.Y1ty of Hancock, To,mship of Blue Hill:

Beginning at a point 11 A11 , a 4" X Lr 11 X 4, wooden
nost on the shoreline at the extreme Westerly tip of
Second Pond, in the Township of Blue Hill; thence
Southeasterly along the shoreline approximately 670
feet to point "B, 11 a 411 X 4" X 41 wooden ,o st in the
shoreline, the point of commencement of this claim;
thence Southeasterly along the shoreline anprox:Lmately
33lr feet to _a Liff X 411 X 41 ·wooden '1ost in the shoreline, which marks the location monument f or this claim:
thence Southeasterly along th e shoreline approximatel y
500 feet to , oint 11 g, 11 a 411 X 411 X L1 1 wooden r ost
in the shoreline, being also the West corner of Blue
Hill No. 1 Minin g Claim; thence l'J ortheaderly across
the Pond approximately 1219 feet to poi nt 11 H, 11 being
the North corner of Blue Hill No. 1 Mining Claim,
said point HH 11 being witnessed by point "I" which
bears S 45° E ~.17 .5 f eet arid is the. East, corner of
Blue Hill No. 1 Mining Claim; thence N 45° W 600 feet
across the Pond to point 11 C11 in the Pond whi ch is
witnessed by ooint iru,H a 411 X 4u X l-1- 1 wooden post
in the shoreline which lies in a Northwesterly direction a1)proximately h20 f eet fro m said point 11 C11 ;
thence in a Southwesterly direction a.cross the Pond
app roximately 13 70 feet to point !IB, 11 the point of
commencement .
1

The minerals to be mined are gold, silver, and sulphide
ores.
Dated the 19th Day of April, 1956 .
M.

s . Deane
Locator

State of New York

)

)

ss.

County of New York )

April
Personally a )peared the above-named M.

s.

19, 1956

Deane, and

acknowledged the above ir£trument to be her free act and deed.
Before me.
Edward G. Zerr
Edward G. Zerr
Notary Public, 0 tat e of i~ ew York
Nol 41-4382550
CuaJ_ified in Gueens County
Term expires March 30, 1957

STAT'R OF MAINE

)

)

ss.

COUNTY OF HA1'TCOCK)

LOCATION CERTIFICATE

Know all men by these presents that I, M. S. Deane, have
discovered and located on April 4th, 1956 the blue Eill Noo 4
Mining Claim, and by this certificate and by right of discovery
and location pursua"'lt to Chapter 409, Public Laws of 19.55 of
the State· of Maine, claim the rn=i:-nerals in and under the following
described land in the County of Hancock, Township of Blue Hill:
Beginning at point "A, rr a 411 X !'(. 11 X 41 wooden post
set on the shoreline at the extreme 1Vesterly tip of
Second Pond in the Township of Blue Hill; thence
Northeasterly apnroximately 418 feet across a promontory to point "F", ah" X 411 X 4 1 1vooden post in
the shoreline; thence in "'ortherly, Northeasterly
and Easterly directions along the shoreline approximately 3815' feet to point "K, 11 the most Ho:i::therly
tip of Second Pond, and the noint of corn.mencement
of this claim; thence Southeasterly along the shoreline approximately 3.50 feet to a Ll'' X 411 X 4 1 wooden
post in the shoreline marking the location monument
of this claim; thence ,S outheasterly along the shoreline approximately 3.50 feet to point II J, 11 a Li II X h II X 41
wooden post in the shoreline, which point is the Last
corner of this claim and the North corner of .olue Hill No. 2 Mining Claim; thence Southwesterly across
the Pond approximately 1193 feet to point 11H, 11 which
point bears N 4.5° W Lil 7 .5 feet from its witness ooint,
point 11 1, 11 in the shoreline, said point "H" being the
North corner of Blue Hill No. 1 Mining Clai.m and
point 11 1 11 being the East corner of Blue Hill No. 1
Mining Claim; thence N 4.5° W 600 feet to point 11 C11
in the none, said point being the North corner of
Blue Hill No. 3 Mining Claim, said point 11 C11 being
witnessed by point 11D, 11 a 411 X 411 x 4 1 wooden post
set in the shoreline in a Northwesterly direction
anproximately 420 feet 1Drom said point 11 C11 thence
in a Northeasterly c'lirection anproximately 1170 feet
to point "K, 11 the point of commencement.
The minerals to be mined are gold, silver, and sulphide
ore so

Dated the 25th day of Anril, 19.56
f'i . S. Deane

Locator

STA 'I'E OF NEWYORK ~
COUNTY OF NEW YORK)

ss.

Aprj_l 25th 1956
Personally appeared the ab ove named M. S. Deane, and
ac.lmowledged the above instrument to be her free act and deed.
Befor e me,
Earl W. Hanna
Notary Public, Stat e of New York
Term expires March 30, 1958

April 22,

1955

R. D. Mollison
Northern Pyrites Corpora tion
230 r ark Avenue
New York 17, N.Y.
Dear Mr. Mollison:
I have not answered your letter of April 6 at an
earlier date because the Attorney General's Department
was pondering the question of permitting persons to
prospect on gr eat ponds. It now appears that the Bureau
may consider great ponds t o ti e j_n the same category as
lands held in trust by the State. Wh have therefore issued,
and I enclose, the four permits to prospect.
There is no charge for a permit to prospect and i am
returning your check in the amount of ~PLr0.
lf you stake a claim in the area, it must be recorded
in the hancock County Registry of Deeds within ninety days.
and before mining operations commence it is necessary to
obtain a license fr orn the 1viaj_ne Mining Bureau for this
purpose. A fee of $10 for a license to mine is required by
our statute.
The law also requires that a report be submitted from
the State Geologist or from some ge ologist or mining engineer
in good standing relating to proposed ope ~'ations in the
location designated. I have received a letter from the State
Geologist with reference to your contemplated operation and
he highly recommends your company and the type of exploratory
work you are engaged in in this State. I think we could
regard this l ett er as a satisfactory report f,rom the State
Geologist ·.
It is my understanding th~t although you have a right to
prospect on Second Pond in Blue Hill, you will not be able
to hold the claim against other prospectors until you have
erected a location monument.. The noint I am trying to make is
that the license we have issued is for prospecting only and
would not protect you until the claim is located and recorded
as required by Sections 4 and 5 of Chapter 40 of the Revised
Statutes.
If you wish t o obtain a license to mine on these claims
after they are located and recorded, we shall upon application
issue a mj_ning license.
Very truly yours,
Paul A. MacDonald
Deputy Secretary of 0 ta te

Northern Pyrites Corporation
1 00 West Tenth Street
Wilmington, Delaware
Please reply to:

230 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Hon . Paul A. MacDonald
Deputy Secretary of State
Department of State
St ate of 1v·aine
Augusta , iviaine
Dear Mr. MacDonald:
In reference to our telephone conversation of today, I
am writing to r c.,quest a Mining License covering seven claims;

Blue Hill Nos . l through 7, on Second Pond, Blue Hill, Hancock
County, Maine
Our program for Second Pond which consists of geophysical
work followed up by diamond drilling has cost to date ~P3, 000
and. should fulfil the $200 minimum per claim required by the
iviaine Mining Bureau. .in accordance witll the law which states
that a. report by a geologist in good standing must accompany
the a pplication for a license, De. J . Trefethen will be sending
you his report on the property. ~ enclose a Northern Pyrites
Corporation cheque for $25. 00, made payable to the State
Treasurer of .....aine, which covers the cost of the Mining License,
and we will be glad to fill in and return to you the of ficial
Mining License Form when it arrives.
We would like to have a renewal foiDm for our claims
should there be any available . rloweVer, on reading Chapter 409
of the 1955 Public Laws. I note that this law does not deal with
claim renewals and seems to imply that, while a iviining License
has to be renewed every yea.r to be eff ective, a claim lasts
indefinitely.
Would you please be so kind as to send me the latest
copy of the Mining Law of Maine.
I hope that the above is in or Eier.
With b est wishes
Yours sinc erely,

.M. Shei la Deane

April 30, 1956

Mr. Paul MacDonald, Chairman
~aine Mining Board
State House Augusta, Maine
Dear Paul:
I have been asked to write a report for the Mining
Board in support of the application for mining
licenses by Northern Pyrites Corp.
This is inclosed. If this report is inadequate in
any way please let me know and I shall supplement it.
Because -the area is so well known, and the ...aine
Survey has published on the district the report is
abbreviated.
I am especially happy that Northern Pyrites Corp.
is engaged in this work for they are highly
capable and reliable and will eive the area
a very careful going over. 1n contrast with
some of the companies that have requested licensed,
this is not a promotional outfit - this company
is strictly interested in exploration and de·relopment
Best regards,

Joseph M. Trefethen

Report v11 Geology of Claims Staked in
Second Pond, Blue Hill, ;vlaine, by Northern
Pyrites Corp., of Wilmington, De.
Introduction
The geology of the Blue Hill, Maine area has
been described in several public ations.

The most

r ecent descripti 0n published is by the ruaine Geologica 1
Survey, "Report of the State Geologist - 1951- 52" .
In previous year s, and in production during World
War 1, the district produced copper until 1918. , when
all mining there ceased.
In recent time several companies have engaged
i n prospecting the district; and last year (1955)
Northern Pyrites Corp. obtained prospectors licenses
and staked seven cla ims in the great pond known as
Second Pond.

Second Pond lies south of Third Pond and

south of the highway that connects Blue Hill with
Bluff Head, Northern Pyrites Corp. has also obtained
options from land owners on l ands adjacent to Second
Pond; thus it is -:ui te possible that they

have the right

to mine their cla.ims under Second Pond a ccording to our
laws .
Geology of the Claims Under Second Pond
It is j_mpossible to call on direct observati 'ins as
to the geology of the bed of Second Pond as it has not
yet been drilled. However, geologic mapping shows

-2The area of tne claims in question to be located in
a middle grade metamorphic zone of the Ellsworth Schist
lying between t wo major areas of outcrop of the nlue
Hill Granite.

This position is favorable to mineralization

as it is in this metamorphic zone and related to the Blue
Hill Granite that all of the some t wenty five or thirty
sulfide prospects of the r egi on are loca ted, and in this
zone are the mines formerly worked in the area.
Geophysical work b y Northern Pyrites Corp. suggests
the presence of sulfides beneath the lake, and I am informed
that these anomalies coupled with the favorable geologic
setting and prospects under option adjacent ar e sufficient
to j u stify further exploration and possible drilling in
hopes to establish suf ficient tonnages of economic grades
to warrant devel opment.
Conclusion
It is my professional opinion that these claims have
enough merit to warrant f urther exploration.

Ina smuch as

further exploration will involve consjderable expenditure,
in order to protect their i nterests, it appears fully
justifiable to issue the mining licenses applied for
by Northern Pyrites Corp.

This company, subsidiar y

set up by Texas Gulf Sulfur Co . to explore and de · el op
1

sulfide deposits is financiall y an ' technically capable
of thoroughly exploring and developi ng any minabl e ore body.
Respect.fully submit ted,
Joseph M. Trefethen, ueologist

C OP Y
Nm.L1mRN PYRITES CORPORATION

100 West Tenth Street
Wilmington 99, Delaware

Please reply to:-

230 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
April 26, 1956

Hon. Paul A. MacDonald
Deputy Secretary of State
Department of Sta.te
State of Maine
Augusta, Ma:i.ne
Dear Mr. MacTionald,
In reference to our telephone conversation of today, I
am writing to request a Mining License covering seven claims:Blue Hill Nos. 1 through 7, on Second Pond, Blue Hill, Hancock
County, Maine.
Our program for Second Pond which consists of geophysical
work followed up by diamond drilling has cost to date $3,000
and should ful:fil the $200 minimum per claim required by the
Maine Mining Bureau • .In accordance with the law which states
that a report by a geologist in good standing must accompany
the application for a license, Dr. J. Trefethen will be sending
you his report on the property. I enclose a Ngrthern Pyrites
Coxporation cheque for $25.00, made payable to the State ..
Treasurer of Maine, which covers the cost of the Mining License,
and we will be glad to fill in and return to you the official
Mining License Form when it arrives.
We would like to have a renewal form for our claims
should. there be any available. However, on reading Chapter 409
of the 1955 Public Laws, I note that this law d.oes not deal with
claim renewals and. seems to imply that, while a Mining License
has to be renewed every year to be effective, a claim lasts indefinitely.
Would you please be so kind as to send me the latest
copy of the Mining Law of Maine.
I hope that the above is in ordert
With best wishes,
Yours sincerely,
/s/ M. Sheila Deane
MSD:AO
Enc.

M. Sheila Deane

Hale & Hamlin
Attorneys & 6ounselors at Law
Ellsworth, Maine

March 6, 1956

Mt. Everett Greaton
Department of Industry and Commerce
State House
Augusta, Maine
Re:

Prospecting permits - Blue Hill, Maine

Dear Mr. Greaton:
Since talking with you on the phone last week I
have had an opportunity to make a further investigation
in regard to the question of the iElentity of Noyes and
Second Ponds in the Town of Blue Hill, 1,1aine.
Colby's Atlas on Hancock County shows Noyes Pond
and Second Pond as bejng located in different parts of
the Tovm of Blue Hill.
I have made a fairly extensive search of th records at the Hancock County, Maine, Registry of Deeds
bordering on Second Pond. In various conveyances Second
Pond was sometimes referred to as Douglass Pond but
never by the name of Noyes Pond.
l have also had an occasion to talk with Judge
Forrest B. Snow, a man now in his eighty's and a life
long resident of Blue Hill. He states emphatically
that Noyes Pond and Second Pond are entirely different
and the Second Pond has . never been known s Noyes
Pond. Judge Snow also stated that the name of Chalk
Pond in reference to Noyes Pond resulted from a fact
that at one time there was a Chalk mine located near
this pond.

-2-

Mar. 6, 1956

On the basis of the foregoing I am convinced that the
letter from Mr . Hinckley in behalf of Yiary Ellen
Chase referring to Noyes Pond has no .connection whatever with Second Pond in which my client is interested.
I hope that this vrill satisfy the Mining Bureau so that
prospecting permits for Second Pond can be issued to my
client.
Very truly yours,

Johns. Pullen

1''ebruary 28, 1956
Mr. M.S. Deane
100 West Tenth St.
Wilmington 99, Delaware
Dear Mr. Deane:
Yesterday a man caine to the office representing
land owners' aroung the pond in Blue Hill. He said that
his clients have a deed of the property under this water.
He s ays that the deed was given many years ag o. So, it seems tha t we have
a little legal problem here to clear up.
It probably would be well if we cleared this up
before granting additional prospecting permits. "ust
as soon as we get a ruling, ~ will get in touch with you.
Very truly yours,
Everett F. Greaten
Director
Division of Recreation

Note:

License sent 3-21-56

Northern Pyrites Corporation
100 West Tenth St.
Wilmington, Del.
Please reply to: - 230 1'ark Avenue, i~ew York 17, N. Y.

February 23, 1956
Mr. Everett Greaton
Director, Division of Recreation
Departil!ent of Development of Industry and Commerce
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Mr. Greaten:
Thank you for your letter of Feoruary seventeenth
in which you advise me that the only land opent to staking
in the town of Bluehill underlies the great ponds. .1.·erhaps you are aware that we have already done. some staking
on Second Pond ih this township and the reason for my
wishing to have another Prospecting License is that we
want to do some additional staking on the ponds.
I hope that the above w:i.11 be suffi cient reason
for you to grant me the ~rospecting License I requested.
Yours very truly,

M.

s.

Deane

COPY

February 10, 1956

Mr. M. s. Deane
230 Park Avenue

New York 17, New York
Dear Mr. Deane:

We are enclosing an application blank for
permit to prospect.
Will you kindly fill it out and return to
this office.
Very truly yours,
.,

Everett F. Greaten

Director
Division of Recreation
EFG:fw

enc.

Northern Pyrites Corporation
Please reply to:

230 l'ark Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

February 8, 19.56
Maine Mining Bureau
State House Augusta, Maine
Gentlemen:
Kindly send one Prospecting Permit to the writer,
M. S. Deane, a.nd, should there be a charge for such a
permit, please bill Northern Pyrites Corporation for it.
Yours very
M. S. Deane

1 ruly,

